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The three AIRBELT K models are powerful, ultra-quiet, mid-size canister vacuum cleaners that feature three on-board
attachments, a large .8-gallon bag, a generous 25-foot cord and 37-foot cleaning radius, protective rubber-coated wheels, a
durable telescopic tube with quick-release connections, and a full bag or clog indicator. They also feature excellent filtration, a
tug-and-retract cord rewinder, and a soft-foam bumper that protects the vacuum, furniture, and walls from scuffs and scratches. 

The K series offers two straight-suction models that provide a choice of cleaning heads. The AIRBELT K2 Kombi includes a 
combination nozzle with retractable bristles for use on rugs and hard floors, while the AIRBELT K2 Turbo includes an air-driven 
turbo head for rugs and a parquet brush for hard floors. Both models have a suction-control knob that is located on the canister body. 

The AIRBELT K3 Premium offers much more! In addition to a parquet brush, it includes the commercial-quality ET-1 electric 
power head that cleans both carpets and hard floors, has excellent pet hair removal, and the extension side of its L-shaped 
contour makes cleaning under counters easy. The power head also offers a super-low 3.5-inch horizontal cleaning profile, tool-
free brush roller removal, and automatic shut off due to brush roller obstructions. Foremost among its many features, the K3’s 
dual-control handle provides unsurpassed user convenience with an integrated on/off switch for the brush roller, a slider switch 
that adjusts suction power, and it facilitates effortless control of the power head’s 180⁰ steering ability. 

Available Flat-to-the-floor, 3.5-inch Profile – A low, cleaning-head 
profile makes reaching under furniture and beds easy!  In-store Only

Three On-board Tools 
are Included with 

All AIRBELT K models. 
Mid-size Canister Vacuum with Large Filter Bag – The K 

models are considered mid-size canister vacuums, 
which mean they are smaller, more compact machines. 
They have a .8-gallon filter bag and weigh about four 
pounds less than SEBO’s D-model canisters. FREE 

Warranty Bonus AIRBELT K3Premium 
Black 

with ET-1 and 
Parquet Brush 

#90688AM 

Included Three On-board Tools – The K canisters come with a full-
size crevice tool and dusting brush, and a mid-size 
upholstery nozzle. Also, many optional attachments are
available that can be fitted to the telescopic tube or Optional 

Canister 
Value Pack 

the hose handle. 
#1996PK  

Three-step Filtration – They feature an S-class pre-motor 
microfilter, a three-layer AeraPure™ bag, an exhaust 
filter, and a tightly sealed casing, which prevents dirty 
air from escaping through its seams. An optional HEPA 
pre-motor microfilter is also available.

AIRBELT K2 Kombi, K2 Turbo, and K3 Premium

AIRBELT K3
Premium

White
with ET-1 and Parquet Brush 

#90693AM

AIRBELT K3
Premium

Red
with ET-1 and Parquet Brush 

#90687AM

Optional
Pet

Value Pack
Six-piece Set 

#1993PK

AIRBELT K2 Turbo
Black Cherry

with Turbo Head
and Parquet Brush 

#9678AM

AIRBELT K2 Kombi
Dark Blue

with Combination Nozzle 
#9679AM



Durable Power Head with Manual Height Adjustment and
Amazing Steering Ability – The K3 model comes standard with 

the commercial-grade ET-1 electric power head, which is 12 
inches wide, effectively cleans both carpets and hard floors, 
easily removes pet hair, offers four-level manual brush 
height adjustment, and its 180⁰ steering ability provides 
amazing maneuverability. 

Easy Brush Roller Removal, User Warning Lights, and 
Automatic Obstruction Shut Off – The ET-1 power head has 

easy, tool-free brush roller removal, a handy clog removal 
door, and a red warning light with automatic shut off if the 
brush roller is jammed or obstructed. Also, its warning light 

remains illuminated during use, when brush height is set too 
high for optimal cleaning, or when the brush roller should be 
replaced due to excessively worn bristles. 

Dual-control Handle with Suction-power 
Adjustment and Brush Roller On/Off Switch – 

The K3’s extraordinary dual-control handle 
has a slider switch that provides convenient 
suction adjustment, from maximum power 
for normal cleaning to minimal suction for 
delicate tasks, such as curtains. The hose handle also offers 
an on/off switch for the power head’s brush roller when 
straight suction is required, such as cleaning fine rugs. 

Long, 25-foot Power Cord and 37-foot Operating Range – Its 
cleaning radius saves time because it can clean large areas 
without changing electrical outlets. Plus, the seven-foot 
suction hose provides superb user maneuverability. 

Convenient Parking and Storage Aids – 
The suction hose and telescopic tube, 
when connected to the parquet brush 
or combination nozzle, can be firmly 
stored on the canister’s underside or 
backside housing. 

Tug-and-Retract Cord Rewinder – The 
K models offer a “tug-and-retract” cord 
rewinder, instead of a push-button 
rewinder, which is the type offered on the AIRBELT D and E 
models. 

Soft-start Feature – The vacuum’s gradual power-up capability 
extends motor life. 

Full Bag or Clog Light – When a full bag, a clog in the airflow 
pathway, or an excessively dirty microfilter is detected, an 
orange warning light located on the canister body illuminates 
and an airflow bypass valve opens. This feature prevents 
overheating and motor damage from a lack of adequate airflow. 

Three Protective, Rubber-coated 
Wheels – The castor wheels glide 
easily and gently over all floor 
types, providing exceptional 
maneuverability and protection of 
floor surfaces. 

Patented AIRBELT Bumper – The textile-covered, soft-foam 
bumper protects furniture, walls, and the vacuum itself from 
incurring scratches and scuffs during use. It also diffuses 
exhaust air, which contributes to its ultra-quiet performance.

The K2 Kombi and K2 Turbo models are both straight- 
suction vacuums, so they differ from the K3 as follows: 

Turbo Head and Parquet Brush, or Kombi Nozzle, but No 
Power Head – The K2s have telescopic tubes and suction 

hoses without integrated power cords, so they do not 
accommodate electric power heads. The K2 Turbo comes 
with an air-driven turbo head and parquet brush, but the K2 
Kombi comes with a combination nozzle with retractable 
bristles. Both models clean hard floors and rugs. 

Suction-control Knob on Canister Body – 
Because the K2 models have hoses and 
telescopic tubes without power cords, 
their suction-control knobs are located 
on their canister bodies, not the handles.

AIRBELT K3 Premium

AIRBELT K2 Kombi and K2 Turbo

12” Brush
Roller 

#501 0AM 
(Soft Bristle) 

#5010GE

8
AeraPure™ 

Bags* 
#6629AM

Service Box 
#6695AM

Upholstery
Nozzle 

#6627GS

Premium
Kombi Nozzle 

#7260GS

22” Extension Wand 
#1084GS

24” Crevice Nozzle 
#1093JV

Turn and Clean 
Parquet Brush 

#1327WS

AIRBELT
Textile

gray black,
solid 

#6047AM01

Dusting Brush
with Horsehair

Bristles
#1387GS

Crevice 
Nozzle 

#1092GS

Pre-motor
S-class

Microfilter*
#6191AM

AIRBELT
Textile

black/silver,
ovals 

#6047AM07

Combination
Nozzle 

#8351GS

HEPA Service
Box #6431AM 

contains 8 Bags, an
Exhaust Filter, and a

Pre-motor HEPA
Microfilter. 

Combination
Nozzle 

#6735GS

9’ 2” Extension 
Hose Friction-fit 

#1495AM Wall and Floor Brush 
#1325GS 

Shag Rake 
#6390SR

TT-C Turbo 
Head 

#8365GS 

Premium 
Parquet Brush 

#7200GS

Combination Nozzle
#8351GS 

TT-C Turbo Head
#8365GS 

Parquet Brush 
#6391DA

Dusting 
Brush, 
Large 

Opening 
Dusting Brush, Twin Care 

Parquet Brush with #1094GSNylon Bristles Radiator Brush 
Flat 

#1329GS #1496GS
Upholstery Upholstery Nozzle 

Nozzle #8368SE
#1090HG

ET-1 Power Head
included with K3
models. Colors:
Red, Black or White

Parquet Brush 
#6391DA

Exhaust Filter*
#6608ER Filter Set Includes a

Pre-motor S-class Microfilter
and Exhaust Filter

#6696AM

Hand-held Turbo
Brush 

#6179ER

SEBO FRESH Vacuum Scents
1 Pkg. of 8 Sticks

Orange Blossom #4290C
Pink Roses #4291C 

English Garden #4292C AIRBELT 
Textile 

orange/silver, 
squares 

#6047AM12

Attachments

Bags, Filters, Accessories and Wear Items
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*All three items are
also available as a
Service Box #6695AM,
containing 8 Bags, an
Exhaust Filter, and a
Pre-motor S-class
Microfilter.



Designed and Manufactured in Germany – Legendary quality, 
reliability and performance make SEBO vacuums the first
choice of cleaning professionals throughout the world. 

World’s Best Pet Vacuums – Because of 
superior power head and brush-roller 
technology, SEBO vacuums are the 
world’s best for pet hair removal! 

Reliable, Commercial-grade Components – All SEBO 
vacuums are constructed with thick, reinforced, ABS 
plastic, aluminum and metal parts, steel axles and 
bearings, and high-end, quality 
motors. Therefore, SEBO users 
own reliable, long-lasting vacuum 
cleaners. Competing vacuums are 
made with thin, flimsy, 
inexpensive, plastic materials, 
none of which are reinforced, and 
typically have useful lifespans of one or two years. 

Rubber Wheels and Soft Bumpers Protect Homes – 
Smooth-gliding, rubber wheels protect 
hard floors and provide exceptional 
maneuverability. In addition, the 
bumpers that surround the power 
heads and the soft AIRBELT bumpers 
that surround SEBO’s canisters protect 
furniture, walls, and vacuum housings 
from incurring scuffs and scratches 
during use. 

Advanced, Brush-roller Technology – SEBO’s brush rollers 
are uniquely designed to funnel hair and debris into the 
power head’s airflow 
channel, which improves 
vacuum cleaning 
performance on all flooring surfaces. 

Save Money! SEBO Vacuums Last for Years and Extend 
Carpet Life! – If properly maintained, SEBO vacuums 
save ordinary, residential users hundreds of dollars, 
by providing excellent performance for ten to fifteen 
years or more, and their deep-cleaning, power-brush 
technology extends the life of carpets. Typical vacuums 
perform poorly, even when new, and usually do not last 
beyond two years. So six or seven “disposable vacuums” 
must be purchased during the average life expectancy of 
just one SEBO machine. 

Changing Bags is Easy and Clean – SEBO filter bags can be 
changed in just a few seconds, and a hygiene cap keeps 
dust sealed inside during removal and disposal. 

Bagged vs. Bagless . . . Bags are Better! – Top-fill, three-
layer AeraPure™ Bags are an integral part of SEBO’s 
filtration system because they hold virtually all the dirt 
captured by the vacuum, which improves the effectiveness 
and useful life of the microfilters. 

All SEBO vacuum-cleaner models offer standard warranty 
coverage of seven years on motors and five years on non-
wear parts and labor charges. However, the purpose of 
the Onyx Collection is to promote SEBO’s FREE WARRANTY 
BONUS that extends factory warranty coverage to a total 
of ten-years motor, ten-years non-wear parts, and seven- 
years labor! 

Onyx Collection vacuum cleaners are sold exclusively 
in-store by SEBO’s “Authorized Dealers,” but never online. 
The reason for the Collection’s in-store exclusivity is to 
ensure that buyers have on-site dealer assistance with 
their Bonus Registrations. Using a dealer-supplied code 
and the store’s name and address, buyers obtain their 
extended warranty coverage by completing a simple online 
registration, located at www.sebo.us. Immediately 
thereafter, new 10/10/7 Warranty Certificates are sent to 
buyers via e-mail. 

The WARRANTY BONUS can be applied to 
all SEBO vacuum cleaner models of any 
color, not just the Onyx Collection units 
(power heads sold separately are excluded). 

PLEASE NOTE: The FREE WARRANTY BONUS does NOT 
apply to SEBO vacuum cleaners purchased from “Third-
party Websites,” such as Amazon and Walmart.com, 
because they have many UNAUTHORIZED SELLERS with 
false, hidden, or disguised identities, which means they 
have no access to genuine replacement parts, factory-
trained technicians, and labor-cost reimbursements!

STANDARD FEATURES OF SEBO VACUUM CLEANERS
THE ONYX COLLECTION 
PROMOTES SEBO’S FREE 
WARRANTY BONUS!
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